
Properties we preserve:  Bedford Free Library n The Bedford Store n Court House
Historical Hall n Jackson House n Lounsbery Building n Post Office n School House 

Two acres surrounding the Bedford Oak n Sutton Clock Tower  

612 Old Post Road n Post Office Box 491 n Bedford, New York  10506
Phone: (914) 234-9751 n Fax: (914) 234-5461 n bedfordhistoricalsociety.org

Bringing history to life

Welcome to Historic Bedford!

Recently you became one of many proud homeowners in the Town of Bedford.  You are joining good com-
pany.  In fact, the first Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court and local resident, John Jay, wrote of 
Bedford in 1812 “perhaps no place can exhibit a larger proportion of orderly, industrious and well disposed 
citizens.”

Since that day in December of 1680, when twenty-two men walked inland from the shores of the Province of 
Connecticut with hope, ambition, courage, ingenuity, sacrifice and sweat to lay the strong foundation of our 
community, few have been able to resist the charms of Bedford.  Many of our charms are derived from gener-
ation after generation of respectful citizens paying homage to our forebears; always mindful of our heritage, 
our foundation. 

And it is one aspect of our strong foundation which we hope you find particularly charming - our beautiful, 
historic stone walls.  To the uninitiated, our original stone walls may not seem orderly - but that is their beau-
ty and their hallmark.  Mainly built by farmers clearing their fields for tillage, Bedford's historic stone walls 
are not chiseled, they contain no mortar, rarely are they taller than three and a half feet, often their lines are 
not straight - yet they've endured hundreds of years! 

If your property contains old stone walls, or if you plan to build a stone wall, we highly recommend further 
reading on the history behind Bedford's stone walls.  Sermons in Stone, by local resident Susan Allport, is 
particularly fascinating and informative, as are the attached articles from the Record-Review and the New 
York Times. 

We also welcome your interest and participation in the Bedford Historical Society.  Enclosed is a member-
ship card and return envelope.  Please visit our website or stop by our office in the Bedford General Store on 
the Village Green for more information.
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